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1 Palm

It is four o’clock in the morning.

The phone rings.

A happy voice cries into my ear:

‘I have found an exciting palm tree.

We’ll make a detective story about it!’

Click.

The call ends.

The phone beeps and blinks.

Maria sends a photo of the palm.

The sun shines brightly in Singapore.

I’m waiting a long time

for Maria to call again.
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But the phone is quiet.

I try to go back to sleep.

I can’t.

What is an exciting palm tree?

In the morning I read

in the newspaper

that the internet was

knocked out in Singapore.
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2 Spy

‘The palm tree disappeared from Kew

Gardens in London in 1857’, Maria tells.

‘Several years later it was found in Berlin.’

‘How did it get there?’ I ask.

‘Nobody knows’, Maria answers.

‘The sign I saw in Singapore

only said that the palm was stolen.’

A mystery! I like mysteries.

They are more fun than murders or violence.

Maria creates pictures for my books.

We are both historians.

Maria and I have known each other

for many years, and we have eaten

lots of chocolate together.
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‘Why would someone want to steal

exactly this palm tree?’ I wonder.

‘It was not an ordinary thief’,

Maria explains. ‘He knew that

it was rare and expensive.’

‘Who organised the theft?’ I ask.

‘You must find out’, Maria laughs.

‘You are the researcher and writer.’

A researcher is a bit like a spy.

Spies try to get

secret information.

They use false names

and live a dangerous life.

Spies give the information they find

only to their employers.

Scientists who work with history

also gather information.
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Usually they find it

in archives and libraries.

Researchers dig out hidden

secrets and write about them

in books and articles.

Everyone can read about their findings.

‘In fact historians spy on people

who lived in earlier times’, I say.

‘But it is safer to be a researcher

of history than to be a spy.’

‘Historical research requires

persistence’, Maria points out.

‘It takes a lot of time to read,

interpret and analyse sources.’

When researchers work with

historical sources, they try to

familiarise themselves with the world

and the period of the sources.
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A researcher needs therefore to

understand other values and

ways of thinking. Previously also

the language use was different.

On the basis of everything they read,

the researchers try to imagine

what places and people looked like

and how people lived at the time.

Who can help me understand

how people thought and functioned

in the middle of the nineteenth century?

I call Maria at seven o’clock in the morning.

‘I need a time machine’, I tell her.

‘Wake me up when you have

started it’, Maria murmurs.

‘I would be satisfied even with

a small keyhole to the past’, I continue.
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‘Through it I could look into people’s houses

and listen to what they are talking about.’

‘Wake me up when you find

that mystical door’, Maria yawns.

I get an idea.

An author who writes detective stories

and novels must possess imagination.

The writer develops characters

and describes their lives in the books.

I create Iris in my imagination.

What could she find out about the palm

that earlier scientists did not discover?
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3 Researcher

”It is hot and humid in the greenhouse.

Iris is fanning herself with a fan,

but it does not cool her.

The building of the big glass-covered

palm house in Kew Gardens began in 1844.

Four years later it was opened to the public.

That was thirteen years ago, but

the house still looks impressive.

The temperature in the greenhouse has to be

like in the tropics for the palms to survive.

There are also many other trees

and plants which require warmth.

Iris stops beside the palm

from the Seychelles.
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The palm is still a small plant.

It grows in a flower pot.

Iris does not believe her eyes.

A flower pot!

When she looks around, she notices

that many other trees in the palm house

are cultivated in flower pots, too.”

I read aloud to Maria what I wrote about Iris.

‘Still today many tropical plants are grown

in flower pots in European gardens’,

Maria comments. ‘But the palm wasn’t

cultivated at first in the palm house,

but probably in a plant nursery.

That is a special greenhouse for new plants.

What kinds of sources do you use?
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Step 1: Sources 

What sources exist about our

palm? I search the internet

to get an overview. Several websites explain

what the palm looks like and how to grow it.

Our palm grows naturally only in one place.

The Seychelles are a group of islands located

in the Indian Ocean east of the African coast.

In the tropical heat the palm tree

might grow up to fifteen metres.

‘In our cold climate it will surely grow just

a couple of metres’, Maria comments.

Almost all websites mention the name

stolen or thief palm for this tree.

But few explain why it got its name.

I need to find original sources.

Preferably they should be written by

eyewitnesses, who were present themselves.
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Original sources are called primary

or first-hand sources.

Secondary sources are often written

by experts on the basis of

primary sources and research.

Tertiary sources or third-hand sources

can be encyclopedias, popular scientific

articles or articles on research in newspapers.

Then there are also fake sources.

They are tricky and often have political goals.

‘The primary sources about the palm

surely aren’t that many. There was no

internet.’ I am thinking out loud.

‘The amount of selfies and blogs was zero.

People read newspapers and wrote letters.’

‘The post was maybe slower, but

certainly more reliable than nowadays’,

Maria comments.
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Step 2: Check facts

Facts must be correct in our story.

We check them again, so that we

do not miss or misunderstand anything.

Many websites tell, for example, that

the palm was found in August Borsig’s garden

in Berlin. He was rich. Mr Borsig owned

factories for steam engines and locomotives.

But he had no interest in plants. Besides,

it turns out that he died three years before

the palm was stolen in London in 1857.

‘Internet is fantastic’, Maria laughs.

‘All is well, as long as it is not knocked out.

The web is full of interesting facts.

But the information can sometimes

disappear, or it might be completely wrong.’

‘Many who write on the internet never

check the facts. They just quote others.
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So they continue to spread

misinformation’, I agree.

Besides books there are also other forms

of sources: Maps, dictionaries, encyclopedias,

magazines, newspapers and catalogues.

I search in libraries and archives in several

languages: English, German, French, Dutch,

Italian, Swedish, Danish and Finnish.

All sources where the palm and the theft

are mentioned refer to some other source.

But those sources are also not primary.

‘I think the theft is an invented story.

Old fake news’, I comment.

‘Can you prove it?’ Maria asks.

She takes another piece of chocolate

and browses through a plant catalogue.

No, I cannot prove anything.

At least not yet.
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Step 3: Follow clues and ask questions

‘Who was interested in palm trees in Berlin?’

Maria texts me at half past six

on Sunday morning. I call

her back three hours later.

‘Albert was the son of August Borsig’,

I tell her. ‘He opened a new palm alley

in Berlin in 1869. He also owned

a huge collection of orchids

and other exotic plants.’

‘Albert could afford to buy the palm.

He inherited his father. He did not

need to steal any trees’, Maria comments.

‘Plants were a popular hobby in Europe

since the eighteenth century’, I read.

‘There were many private gardens.

Rich people employed gardeners,

but many enthusiasts were not that rich.
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‘Today gardening is still a trendy hobby.

But it is not logical. Why should a gardener

steal the palm? Gardeners used to

exchange plants’, Maria says.

‘Many gardeners were also importers

of exotic plants’, I reply.

‘They sold both plants and seeds.

A Belgian botanist and trader

offered already in 1856 plants of

our palm in his plant catalogue.

Where did he get his plants?

Did they arrive as seeds to Europe, maybe?’

‘Exactly! Bring seeds from the tropics.

Seeds are so much easier to transport

than live plants’, Maria cries.

‘How much did the seeds cost

in comparison with the plants?’
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Step 4: Explore contexts

‘Why did so many people want to have

exotic trees, bushes and flowers?

Where did plants and seeds come from to 

Europe? Who brought them?’ Maria asks.

Maria’s coffee is already cold,

but she does not notice.

She continues to think out loud:

‘How expensive was the palm, actually?

Was the theft worth it, I mean for the thief?

Plants and seeds are bought and sold also

now for millions of euros every year globally.’

‘In continental Europe, all kinds of palm trees

had been fashionable much earlier’, I read.

‘In 1857 there were dozens of big palm

houses with hundreds of palm species.

Many people had palms at home, too.

But in England keeping palms became

a fashion only some ten years later.
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Why did palm trees become so popular?’

‘Palms are easy to cultivate’, Maria smiles.

We realise that we have to answer

many questions before we can see

the whole picture and the connections.

It is important to put the information

into a bigger context. We must also connect

it with the knowledge we already possess.

So we write a list with everything we need

to know more about. The list is quite long.

‘We must keep the whole picture in mind

when we are reading sources’, I point out.

‘The sources could divert our attention

from the palm and our questions.’

‘You are right. We might get interested

in other things instead’, Maria agrees.

‘We are stumbling on so many

exciting topics all the time!’
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Step 5. Organise information

While reading the sources,

we constantly take notes.

Then we arrange all facts

according to time, people and places.

After that we can analyse and interpret them.

It is almost like being a detective.

We have to consider all possibilities,

also those that appear improbable.

We should not exclude anything yet.

The palm disappeared for two years after the

theft in London, before it was found in Berlin.

‘Who could hide it?’ Maria wonders.

‘Was it really the same plant?’ I ask.

‘A Prussian botanist saw a young palm

in Albert Borsig’s garden in 1859.

The palm was less than one metre high.
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According to him, Borsig bought it in Paris

during the world exhibition in 1855.

So the palm was already in Berlin

before it was stolen in London.

How does that equation work?’

‘No hurry’, Maria laughs.

‘Answers will come eventually.’

I want to write an exciting detective story

swarming with spies and exotic plants.

But the more we read about the stolen palm,

the stranger and more complicated

the history of this tree becomes.

Will we ever know what really

happened in London in 1857?

‘We need more chocolate’,

Maria concludes.

‘And we need Iris’, I reply.
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4 Mystery

“Iris nods and smiles politely

to a gardener who passes by.

He stops and Iris asks:

‘Is the palm ill? It has strange yellow

and brown spots on the leaves.’

‘Oh yes, this palm is quite healthy, miss’,

the gardener answers.

‘It grows in nature only in the Seychelles.

There are just a few specimens in Europe.

We’ve been growing it for a couple of years.’

‘How did it come here to Kew?’ Iris wonders.

‘Mr James Duncan in Mauritius regularly

sends interesting seeds and plants’,

the gardener explains.
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‘How interesting’, Iris smiles.

‘What is the palm called?

Does it already have a name?’

‘Certainly. Mr James Duncan wanted

it to carry the name of the governor

of Mauritius, Sir William Stevenson.

The palm is called Stevensonia grandifolia.

Governor Stevenson is very interested

in botany and all other fields of science.

He fully supports Mr Duncan’s very

important botanical research work’,

the gardener tells.

‘What a beautiful way to thank

the governor by giving the palm

his name’, Iris comments.

‘Yes, isn’t it? I think the name

suits the palm very nicely’,

the gardener smiles.”
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A unique palm?

The story about James Duncan is quoted in 

several sources. I also find a letter by Duncan

from 1859, where he writes about the name.

Was the palm in Kew Gardens the first one,

which came to Europe from the Seychelles?

How unique was it, in fact?

Today the palm occurs only

on 235 square kilometres

on eight islands.

The palm is the only species in its genus.

It is not thought to be endangered,

but it is illegal to use the tree or parts of it.

Despite the law it is used for house roofs,

mostly for tourists.

‘The botanist Karl Koch from Berlin wrote in

an article in 1859 that our palm was sold

by a trader in Paris in 1855’, I read.
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‘A famous Belgian commercial garden

in Ghent offered palms from 1856. Its owner 

was the botanist Ambroise Verschaffelt.

His plants were terribly expensive at first,

but the price fell drastically in a few years.’

‘Exclusive goods cost more.

Apparently he managed to cultivate more

plants of the palm’, Maria states.

‘The Belgian botanist and trader Louis Van

Houtte received several plants of the palm

from the Seychelles before 1865.

He claimed that it was difficult to get

and that he was the only one in Europe,

who sold it in larger amounts. The price of

a plant of around 20 centimetres was

25 Belgian francs. That was considered 

cheap. Today the sum would be equivalent

to over a thousand euros’, I count.

‘Not a bad deal at all’, Maria comments.
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‘But I would pay that much

only if I was a palm freak.’

‘Karl Koch in Berlin believed that the palm

came from Brazil’, I say. ‘He is considered

to be one of the founders of the science

about trees, dendrology.’

‘He was not the only one who was wrong.

Verschaffelt wrote that the palm came

from Asia. He imported the seeds

through India’, Maria reads.

‘Can we conclude that the palm was

present in several places in Europe at the

same time, or at least in London, Paris,

Ghent and Berlin?’ I ask.

‘Then it wasn’t as unique as people thought,

right? Today many of these old gardens are

public parks you can visit’, Maria says.

‘They have nice websites, too...’
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A stolen palm?

Many sources mention the palm theft,

but it takes several weeks before I find

one source which quotes an eyewitness.

Have I finally discovered a primary source?

John Smith was the curator at Kew Gardens.

He explained the theft in a magazine

from 1865 in the following way:

The botanist Hermann Wendland from

the royal garden in Herrenhausen near

Hanover visited Kew Gardens for a

plant exchange. When he saw three small

plants of the palm from the Seychelles, he

expressed his wish to receive a plant.

Smith replied that he would think about it. 

Next morning one plant was

missing. Nobody knew who
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the thief was. At Kew Gardens

there were speculations that an

Irish employee had stolen the palm.

At the time the Irish were seen as

a lower class in English society, and

they were quite often accused of thefts.

The thief quickly sold the plant further

for a cheap price. The palm then travelled

to the continent, where its price soon

reached five English pounds.

Albert Borsig in Berlin paid at least

twenty pounds for the plant.

That would be the equivalent of more

than three thousand euros today.

‘This sounds like a nice story’, I comment.

‘But some sources claim that the thief was

Wendland himself. He was very interested

in palms and had the biggest collection in 

Europe in the royal garden at Herrenhausen.’
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Then I find a source from 1893, which

also asserts that it quotes John Smith.

It tells a different story:

James Duncan sent three plants to Kew

Gardens. Before Hermann Wendland visited

London, he asked in advance for a plant.

John Smith marked the plant for his guest. 

But when they visited the plant nurseries,

where the new plants were grown, the palm 

was gone. After many interrogations

it was discovered that a German employee 

had stolen it and sold it to a

private collector in Berlin.

‘When was the palm stolen?

Before or after Wendland’s visit?’

Maria wonders. ‘The nationality of the

culprit could also be connected with

the growing political tensions between

the great powers in the 1890s.’
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An inexplicable story?

How reliable and realistic is the

story about the theft of the palm tree?

It turns out that the story about the

stolen palm is not confirmed by any other 

source or eyewitness from the same period.

‘Did John Smith tell two different

stories, or maybe some of the

editors misunderstood him?

If they did, was it intentionally or

accidentally?’ Maria asks.

I check the archives of the court in London

for anyone convicted for a palm theft.

People stole all kinds of things,

even sugar, paper and socks.

But nobody had stolen a tree.

Then I write to Kew Gardens in London

and ask about the stolen palm.
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I receive a prompt answer:

Unfortunately they have no

information about this incident

in their archives.

‘Do we seriously think that the thief would

leave any traces? Someone who steals a

plant knows what he or she is doing, and

has probably done it before. Especially if

he or she is a gardener’, Maria says.

‘Wendland came from a botanist family’,

I read. ‘His father and grandfather were also

employed at the garden in Herrenhausen,

and he became the director of the garden.

He had a special interest in palms and had

worked at Kew almost ten years earlier.’

‘So he knew exactly where everything was

and he was acquainted with everybody’,

Maria says thoughtfully. ‘He had no financial

motive, but he was a collector of palms.’
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The magazine from 1865 claims also that

Hermann Wendland tracked the palm

for two years from London to Berlin.

His description of it was supposedly done

from a sample in a herbarium, that is

a collection of dried plants.

But in that same year the plant seller Louis 

Van Houtte wrote in an article that he had 

sent live plants to Wendland.

Van Houtte had bought the seeds

from James Duncan in Mauritius.

‘How can we ever find the truth,

when all sources seem mostly to

contradict each other?’ I wonder.

‘There are at least two versions

of all events.’

‘Eat more chocolate’, Maria comforts me.

‘Send Iris to Albert Borsig in Berlin.

Maybe she can find the solution there.’
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4+ Writer

”Herr Albert Borsig owns not only a palace in

Berlin, but also many houses, coal mines and

factories in different regions in  Prussia.  The

factories produce among others locomotives,

machines  and  bridges.  Earlier the  iron  was

imported from  England,  but  nowadays  his

factories do not anymore depend on imports.

Borsig’s farm is modern and his collection of

exotic plants in Berlin is magnificent.

Herr  Borsig  tells  his  guests  enthusiastically

about the palms and the new palm alley. Iris

wants to yawn, but she must not be impolite.

‘Here  is  Phoenicophorium  borsigianum. My

palm tree is the biggest in all Europe’, smiles

Borsig. ‘During the first five years it grew less
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than a metre. Now it has become a splendid

tree and we are very proud of it.’

Iris drops down on a bench.

She folds her parasol.

This palm tree is also

in Kew Gardens, she thinks.

Why doesn’t Borsig mention anything about

London, Paris or Ghent? Is it because of the

global  politics  of  the  great  powers  and the

growing  competition  between  Great  Britain

and Prussia? Probably not. The two countries

had good relations back in the 1850s. Only in

the past few years the situation has changed.

Iris also thinks about Hermann Wendland. She

tried to get an interview with him. Botanists

are upset about the odd palm name and want

to know why it has to be called like that. But

Wendland refused to be interviewed after Iris

happened to mention the palm.”
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Translation exercises

‘Did Hermann Wendland ever explain why he

chose the name Phoenicophorium, the stolen

palm?’ Maria asks.

‘No, he kept quiet about it’, I  answer. ‘Many

botanists speculated about his reasons. They

found the name ugly. Such a fine tree should

have received a more beautiful name. There

were  other  suggestions,  too, in  addition  to

Stevensonia.  Ambroise  Verschaffelt  in Ghent

offered plants with the name gold-flecked in

his  catalogue,  because yellow spots  appear

sometimes  on  the  leaves.  A  cultivator  was

criticised later at an exhibition, because the

judges thought the palm was ill.’

‘A nice name sells better’, Maria comments.

‘New species  often  get several names until

one is accepted for international use. The first

botanist who described the palm in detail had
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the right to decide. It was a hard competition.

Wendland won, but Koch  suggested Borsig’s

name.’

‘Plants are very often named after

botanists, famous people

or places’, I add. ‘Plants also

receive names according to their appearance,

places  where  they grow,  flowering  or  other

qualities and characteristics. DNA analysis is

a modern invention and it is more exact than

just observation.  Several of the names given

to  the  palm  in  the  beginning  reflected  its

origins in the Seychelles.’

‘Plants don’t  usually  get names referring to

their history. Did Wendland receive inspiration

from the theft at Kew Gardens?’ Maria asks.

‘No idea’, I reply. ‘There are many theories. A

secondary source says that Wendland  chose

the name to remind about the plunder of the
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Seychelles. But no other sources support this

hypothesis.  Several  believe  that  the  name

should be translated from Latin as “the palm

which was stolen from the Seychelles”. The

translation could as well  be “the palm from

the Seychelles which was stolen”.

‘How can it be that difficult to translate one

simple plant name?’ Maria asks.

‘The name Phoenicophorium is officially Latin,

but  the words come from Greek’,  I  explain.

‘Louis Van Houtte thought at first it meant “I

carry  the  palm”.  Then  he  understood that

phorios means “stolen”. I checked it in Latin

and Greek dictionaries and it is correct.

‘Why is it called a thief palm, then?’

Maria asks.

‘Another translation error. The palm is not

the thief’, I reply.
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A writer’s thoughts

It is important to be able

to ask questions, which might

look foolish in the eyes of experts. I write to

Herrenhausen in Germany and get a detailed

answer  with  sources  and  references.  They

also do not know why the palm got its name.

Wendland seldom explained his motives.

‘What do you think happened?’ Maria asks.

‘Either the palm was stolen, or then not. Two

sources quote an eyewitness about the theft.

But who the thief was has not been clarified,

but probably he wasn’t English’, I answer.

‘Why would  anyone  invent  a  story  about  a

theft, if it didn’t happen?’ Maria wonders.

‘A seller could create an interesting story to

raise the price. It was usual to claim that an

exotic  plant  was  the only  one in  Europe.  A
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theft would immediately push the price even

higher’, I explain.

‘Are  you  saying  that  someone  cheated  the

whole world for 150 years?’ Maria asks.

‘Possibly’, I reply. ‘Reality often surpasses the

imagination.  I  consulted an economist,  who

confirmed that  there  were  several  cases  of

swindlers in the trade with exotic plants. The

serious  sellers  were  very  concerned  about

their reputation and their prestige.

‘Did anyone try any tricks with the palm?’

Maria asks.

‘I haven’t found anything’, I reply. ‘But a plant

cost in 1856 between 250 and 500 francs in

Belgium. Within ten years the price fell to 20–

25 francs  and many cultivators  sold plants.

Twenty years later the palm had become very

popular.  The first  plants had grown into big

trees and were much admired. One magazine

wrote that the leaves of the palm were large

enough to be used as an umbrella.’
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‘One fact supporting the story about the theft

is that Hermann Wendland decided to call it

the stolen palm’, Maria points out.

‘You are right’, I reply. ‘If we consider all these

sources and facts it appears to be true that

the palm was stolen. But the question is still

by whom and why? Where was the plant sold

to? Who bought  it?  Was the theft  arranged

beforehand, or did the opportunity make the

thief?’

A scientist must tell the truth: Nobody knows.

A negative result is also a valid answer. But a

writer  can invent  her  or  his  own version of

the story. In a detective novel there must be

clear answers in the end.

‘I like both’, Maria says. ‘But isn’t it a bit more

exciting with an open end?’
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Lost palm?

After many litres of  green tea (for me) and

cold coffee (for Maria), and lots of chocolate,

discussions and phone calls during odd hours

of the day (usually early morning), we have

come to the conclusion of our book project.

It has taken us several months to research a

single palm, but we did much more than that:

We became familiar with a whole period.

‘It takes time to research history’, Maria says.

‘Sometimes the work is very intense and then

nothing happens for several weeks.’

‘A small  detail  might take days to clarify’,  I

add. ‘But it  is easier to do research with e-

mails and an internet connection.’

‘What I like about history is that we can look

at the same period and events from totally
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different perspectives, and reach very diverse

conclusions’, Maria says. ‘History never gets

boring.’

Originally we planned that our detective story

would tell what happened between the theft

of the palm in London and the discovery of it

in Berlin. That story collided with reality. Even

if we could not follow our first plan, the palm

gave us a lot of exciting and

interesting detective work.

‘We didn’t get a detective story’,

Maria comments.

‘No, but it doesn’t matter. It was much more

rewarding and fun to explain to our readers

how we chased a palm tree through half the

world.  There are  still  unanswered questions

and we have to accept that we don’t know it

all.  Maybe  we  will  never  know  what  really

happened with the palm theft’, I reply.
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‘You are not disappointed?’ Maria wonders.

‘Absolutely not. Iris was a great help to me. It

has been fascinating to work with so many

languages  and  different  kinds  of  sources.  I

have learned a lot of new things.

‘We  also  received  answers  from experts  in

botanical gardens. I wonder if the stolen palm

is still alive?’ Maria says.

‘For  how many  years  can  a  palm live  in  a

greenhouse?’ I ask. ‘In the tropics they could

live up to a hundred years.’

‘In greenhouses they have the possibility to

live  longer’,  Maria  replies.  ‘Water,  nutrition

and sunlight are strictly controlled. Pests like

insects are more easily exterminated.’

‘In that case there is a chance that our palm

is still alive somewhere’, I agree. ‘But where?

How can we find it?’

‘Now  we  would  need  that  time  machine’,

Maria says.
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Key

The palm and the spy is an Easy to Read 

book about critical reading and investigating 

different kinds of historical sources.

Many “facts” and “truths” we believe in

might originally be historical falsifications,

myths or propaganda. For different reasons 

they have become part of general knowledge.

When reading historical sources, it is 

important to be conscious about and analyse 

different aspects of the sources. It is also 

necessary to constantly get more facts and 

create connections. Even when we do not 

receive definite results, we may find answers 

at least to some questions.
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Language levels

Each chapter number corresponds to a 

specific language level. The levels are listed 

on page 2. The aim of this chapter division is 

to observe which language level the reader 

can handle unhindered.

Where does the reader encounter challenges 

in the mechanical reading or 

understanding of the text?

After reading this book it will be easier to 

choose another Easy to Read book with a 

language level which challenges but still can 

be mastered.
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Methods for critical reading of sources

Place and publisher. Where is 

the information? Website, book, 

newspaper, magazine, letter or 

other source? Who published it?

Character of the source. What 

kind of text/genre is it? Read the 

whole text. What does it tell? Why

and for whom was it written? 

Author. Who wrote the text? 

What else has the author written? 

What kind of opinions, attitudes 

and values are expressed? Why?

Background and motive. Why 

was the text written? What is it 

based on? Whose interests does it

serve? What is the author’s goal?
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Context. When and where was 

the text written? What happened 

in the world? What do others tell 

from the same period and place?

Truth or satire? Could the text 

be a joke or written with irony? 

How realistic, real or credible are 

the contents of the text?

Perspective and reliability. 

What attitudes and prejudices 

does the writer have? Which 

methods are used to influence?

Check facts and ask. Follow 

clues and ask questions. Ask 

experts, teachers and librarians.

What do they think?
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  Bokpil
Easy to Read & Multilingual

Bokpil
bokpil.eu

• Information about Easy to Read

• Blog about reading

Villa Bokpil
villa.bokpil.eu

• Easy to Read books

• Free e-books on different topics

Edu Bokpil
edu.bokpil.eu

• Free extra materials

• Tasks and activities
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